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SCHEDULE:

Importance of  career  guidance ,  context
sett ing and overv iew of  Higher  Educat ion
through the lens  of  NEP 2020

Finding your  Ik igai ,  factors  to  decide r ight
subject  combinat ion & st ream select ion

Deep dive  into careers  in  Sc ience & re lated
entrance exams.

EVENTS
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3 
DAYS 

30 
TEACHERS 

Day 1

Deep dive  into careers  in  Humanit ies  &
re lated entrance exams.

Deep dive  into careers  in  Commerce &
re lated entrance exams.

Understanding Adolescence ,  peer  inf luence
and i ts  impact .

Day 2

Understanding Career  Development
theor ies  and sk i l l s  o f  e f fect ive  career
mentors .

Deep dive  into st ream independent  careers ,
vocat ional  careers  and implementat ion
plan of  the Career  Mentor ing program.

Day 3

TEACHER AS A CAREER MENTOR

The 3-day training event was full of interaction. The teachers shared their
personal experiences; from dealing with children's altered behaviour during
puberty to handling their career related queries. As the program moved ahead,
the teachers were surprised to know the wide range of career options available
in each stream: Science, Commerce & Humanities. They enjoyed the session
named "Finding your Ikigai" wherein they explored their own hidden career
choices in the quest of their Ikigai. The Psychology Expert equipped the
teachers for handling adolescent problems, understanding them and not being
harsh to them, how to boost confidence in the students and many wonderful
related topics. 

NETRIBAL WELFARE DEPT
GOVT. OF TRIPURA
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TRIPURA



HIGHLAND POST

Making a career in jewellery design

involves expertise, imagination, and,

most importantly, an eye for detail.

Since the dawn of civilisation,

jewellery has held a unique

significance, particularly in India.

Engrave your career beautifully and

shine bright like those dazzling neck-

pieces.

Just until a few years ago, luxury

brand management was such a

sector that didn't exist at all, at

least not so apparently.

However, today there are

exciting career opportunities

for those holding a degree in

this field. Get to know about the

career in details from the

article.

Interested in Politics? Consider

Psephology as a Career !! During

the General Elections we often

marvel how news channels get

their predictions right in every

election. Let's spill the beans for

you !! They employ Psephologists

to do their job for them. Grasp

knowledge of this amazing career

from this article. 

Dairy is the main source of livelihood

for about 58% of India's population.

The dairy market in India had reached

a value of INR 9,168 billion in 2018. 

Presently, the challenge is to look for

an extended shelf life of dairy items

to give the industry a boost. And here

comes the role of none other than a

dairy technologist: from packaging to

chemical formulation to logistics,

there is enough on the plate for all in

this field. 
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If you are an aspiring chef or

someone already pursuing a degree

in culinary arts, you must be

searching for the highest paying

chef jobs. You must know one thing

about jobs in the culinary sector;

there are unlimited career options

available. Why? Because of the high

demand for fine dining experiences

and culinary professionals. The

possibilities are endless, from hotel

chefs to chef consultants, food

sanitation officers to catering

managers, bakers to food 

bloggers! 

SIKKIM EXPRESS
The people who make up today’s thriving

photographic community are our eyes to

the world. The current job market for

photographers is projected to grow 9

percent from 2023 to 2033, faster than

the average for all occupations. From

wedding photographers to advertising,

fashion, newspapers and what not;

photographers are the universal language

of our era.

TRIPURA TIMES
 

The modern day cartographer job !!

   Let's zoom in ! The modern map-maker generally enjoys    

      an above-average salary. On average in the United 

       States, cartographers are in the mid-to-high pay 

          range of 60,000$ to 75,000$.

   

              Map all the necessary information required to kick-

                 start your cartography career in this amazing   

                   article published in Tripura's leading daily,  

                      Tripura Times. 

and many more articles !! 
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Space Planning
Building Regulations
Sustainable Building Practices
Technical Detailing / Specification
Material / Finishes Selection
Tender / Contract Documents
Project Management
MEP
Client Relations

Mr. Chakraborty has a Bachelor’s Degree in
Architecture from National Institute of Technology,
Tiruchirapalli, Tamil Nadu (Year: 1997). He has
planned and designed a number of public buildings,
technology parks, industrial plants and commercial
& residential buildings including high-end interiors
for reputed organisations over the last 18 years.

An active member in IGBC ( Indian Green Building
council), Hyderabad, he has been taking a lead role
in the development of sustainable architecture in the
N.E. Region with commitments towards design
integrity and project excellence.

 

ARCHITECTURE

CAREER TALKS   

DEBAJIT CHAKRABORTY, 
CHIEF ARCHITECT & PROPRIETOR
DESIGNERS GUILD

120 
CREATIVE MINDS
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38
MINUTES

SCAN THE QR

https://youtu.be/caD4Gk
Rz0Ks

" Life as an Architect:
sometimes it's lazy and

sometimes crazy, depending
on the amount of tasks,

assignments, projects we're
dealing with"

For the Youth

CAREER IN

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE

CLICK ON THE LINK TO
WATCH THE VIDEO

https://youtu.be/caD4GkRz0Ks


On the occasion of National Mentoring Day,
Advancing North East organised this week's career
talk with Mr. Subhrangshu Sanyal, CEO, IIM Calcutta
Innovation Park.

The speaker here gave a perspective into various
Career Opportunities available in the Mentoring
sector and the job roles and prospects associated
with it. He also shared insights on the
Entrepreneurial ecosystem of North East India and
how the aspiring youths can bring their start-ups to
the real journey of growth.

A Mechanical Engineer from Jadavpur University, Mr.
Sanyal started off with a manufacturing industry and
worked with top IT firm, TCS for 8 years and finally
pursued PGDM in Business Administration from IIM
Calcutta  and PhD from National Law University,
Jodhpur. He has rich experience in process and
systems consulting and executed several large
strategic projects in the banking and financial
services domain for global organizations. With an
intention to help budding entrepreneurs, he had
stints with two startups as co-founder.

Subhrangshu has deep interest in the Social
Entrepreneurship space and is involved in various
social initiatives as an active Rotarian.

Subhrangshu is a passionate Start-up Evangelist and
currently the CEO of IIM Calcutta Innovation Park. He
has been with IIMCIP since its inception and is
working on creating a comprehensive ecosystem that
would promote entrepreneurship and nurture
innovation.

 

NATIONAL
MENTORING DAY

CAREER TALKS   

SUBHRANGSHU SANYAL, 
CEO, IIM CALCUTTA INNOVATION PARK

18 
ENTREPRENI
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35
MINUTES

SCAN THE QR

https://youtu.be/wp5LBb
4whIY

" My goal is to generate
jobs, change some lives,

that will make me
happy and I can die

peacefully"

For the Youth

ANE celebrates

CLICK ON THE LINK TO
WATCH THE VIDEO

https://youtu.be/wp5LBb4whIY
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